'Football Planet'
the weekly magazine of the african and international Football

#FootballPlanet
Monday at 20:15 WAT

For the very latest updates in football in Africa and the rest of the world, FootballPlanet is your reliable weekly programme by Africanews aired every Monday.

Africanews is an independent, multilingual pan-african media that presents the new face of information for a continent on the move.

Football goes beyond sporting performance on the African continent and is an important key for social union. Football Planet is the biggest reference point to live from the inside all the news of African and international football.

Every week, Football Planet set Africa’s football agenda and lead the discussions on what matters to the beautiful game through reviews, reports, and interviews of experts plus a summary of the week in pictures.

Football Planet is also a review of the European football championship and the Football World Cup.
With **Football Planet**, Africanews take you every season and step by step in the heart of the main competitions of the continent: the qualifiers, the rankings, the summaries of the matches as well as the winners.

**Football Planet**

**Broadcast**: Monday 20:15 WAT

**Duration**:10', and rebroadcast every hour:
Monday from 21:15 to 23:15
Tuesday from 11:15 to 17:15


---

**About Wahany J. Sambou**

Wahany is a senior journalist from Senegal and presents the *Sport* magazine on ‘The Morning Call’.

Journalist for more than a decade, Wahany worked for radio and press, respectively at Océan Fm and Radio Sénégal during four years, also with the Senegalese daily newspaper Le Soleil during six years.

Wahany holds a post-graduate degree in journalism and a Master’s degree in Information and Communication from the Centre d’ Études des Sciences et Techniques de l’ Information (CESTI) in Sénégal.
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For further information, please contact:

**Press office**
Solange Bodiong Chauwin
Communication officer
t + 242 06 460 86 98
solange.bodiong-chauwin@africanews.com

**Editorial**
François Chignac
Director of Editorial Development
t +242 06 996 00 88
francois.chignac@africanews.com

---

Euronews Group press office: Lydie Bonvallet t+33 (0)4 28 67 05 35 lydie.bonvallet@euronews.com @euronews_group

---

Follow us on Twitter @africanews and @euronews_group
About Africanews

Africanews, launched in 2016 (digital in January, TV in April), stands out as the first pan-African multilingual media source produced simultaneously in French and English, and offering coverage of African and global news from a sub-Saharan perspective.

Today, Africanews TV is available in 38 countries and 9.5 million homes across sub-Saharan Africa thanks to major pay-tv players and national channels (partial broadcast). The Africanews signal covers sub-Saharan Africa and the Indian Ocean islands via two satellites: SES 4 and SES 5.

Africanews’ digital platforms, available around the world, highlight the challenges and opportunities of a connected Africa:

- [africanews.com](http://africanews.com) has a responsive web design suited to all mobile, tablet and computer screens and has the added feature of adapting to the quality of the available connection;
- two YouTube channels (in [English](http://africanews.com) and [French](http://africanews.com)) and Facebook and Twitter accounts @africanews and @africanewsfr.

Africanews is a 100% Euronews subsidiary financed through advertising and distribution. Africanews adheres to the same editorial charter as its European sister channel, Euronews.